
MUSIC 
 
1) There are some great free online concerts at the moment. 
 
Watch a few of the items below. Perhaps listen to a composer you've never heard of before. 
Can you spot musical features? If you're studying GCSE can you apply musical elements you've learnt about? 
https://www.lpo.org.uk/online-concert-archive.html 
https://www.digitalconcerthall.com/en/concert/53365 
 
https://www.classicfm.com/music-news/live-streamed-classical-music-concerts-coronavirus/ 
 
2) How is your music reading?  Treble better than Bass? Brush up on some theory here.  
https://www.musictheory.net/lessons 
 
E.g. Clefs - particularly bass if you're less clear on that.  Key signatures and intervals are all useful too. 
There are loads of useful exercises. e.g. note identification, or interval identification. 
 
3) Practising your instrument or voice is something you can always do in isolation. Hopefully you have a teacher - contact them and ask them 
for some ideas for pieces to learn.  Or research repertoire online of pieces you'd like to learn in the future.  Perhaps you've neglected some 
aspect of technique you can work on? 
 
4) Do a time-line for the different periods of music: Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, 20th Century.  
Make sure you know at least one composer and one piece in each period.    
 
5) Compose a short piece of music related to the lockdown.  Perhaps start with chords, then add a melody that works above them. It could be 
a song perhaps or an instrumental piece.  Do major or minor keys suit the current situation better? Or atonality?  Can you show optimism as 
well as reflect the difficulties of this time!? 
 
Loads of ideas here: 
https://www.classicfm.com/music-news/coronavirus/best-online-classical-music-lessons-quarantine/ 
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From keen beginners to fun-seeking families: 
here are the best online music lessons available 
From video instrumental tuition to Skype singing lessons, here’s how 
you can learn a new instrument, carry on with your vocal training or 
master your theory – either individually or with the whole family – 
while in quarantine. 

www.classicfm.com 
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